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baseclick enters the US market by concluding long term distribution agreement with Labscoop 

marketplace. 

Munich (Jan.09.2024)- baseclick products are now available to customers in the US and around the world 

via the Labscoop marketplace. Through this agreement, baseclick will offer laboratories and researchers 

its comprehensive portfolio of high-quality click chemistry reagents and various kit systems for EdU-

based cell proliferation assays, oligonucleotide modification, click-based FISH technologies and PCR-

based diagnostic applications as well as mRNA synthesis reagents in the US market. 

About baseclick GmbH 

baseclick is a dynamic, highly professional iso-certified company in Neuried near Munich offering a large 

portfolio of chemicals for nucleic acids modification and own developed kit systems. baseclick also offers 

services for mRNA and oligo production and modification for research and preclinical evaluation.  

baseclick GmbH enables bioconjugation for developing fundamental applications such as diagnostics, 

therapeutics, and vaccines. Our mission is to pioneer new approaches and provide the best reagents for 

nucleic acid labeling for the life science market. 

About Labscoop Marketplace 

Labscoop is a technology company building team-centric eCommerce experiences for academic and 

commercial laboratories. Labs of all sizes, from a wide range of industries and organizations utilize 

Labscoop to streamline ordering workflows and drive cost savings. 

"Labscoop proudly welcomes baseclick GmbH and its portfolio of click chemistry reagents and various kit 

systems to our Marketplace. basecliclck’s cutting-edge products are an ideal fit for our team-centric 

eCommerce experience for researchers at academic and commercial laboratories working on the latest 

in disease-targeting in cancer and tracking biological processes. We are excited to showcase the cutting-

edge work of the 2022 Nobel Prize winners for Chemistry by Prof. Dr. Carolyn Bertozzi, Prof. Dr. Morten 

Meldal, and Prof. Dr. Barry Sharpless, enabling our users access to the latest click chemistry solutions and 

pushing life science research further than ever before." - Johann Vidanage, Labscoop’s Director of 

Supplier Relations 

Dr. Thomas Frischmuth - CEO of baseclick 
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